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Abstract
Spatial reasoning is a diverse topic; what might different
spatial
tasks have in common? One task where substantial progress has been made is qualitative spatial reasoning
about motion. Unlike qualitative dynamics, purely qualitative spatial representations have not proven fruitful. Instead,
a diagrammatic representation appears to be necessary. This
paper begins by outlining the Metric Diagram/Place Vocab.
ulary (MD/PV)model of qualitative spatial reasoning, illustrating
its power with via two example systems-~FZ0B,
a system which reasoned about motion, and CLOCK,a system which analysed fixed-axis mechanisms. Webelieve this
model is applicable beyond simply reasoning about motion.
We suspect that (1) some form of metric diagram is a central unifying factor in all spatial reasoning tasks and (2) for
humanspatial reasoning, the metric diagram is part of, or at
least grounded in, our perceptual apparatus. In this spirit,
we identify three other kinds of spatial reasoning tasks as
research frontiers where substantial progress might also be
made, and pose six challenge problems to serve as milestones.
The frontiers are (I) deriving system function from concrete
structural descriptions (2) representing and reasoning about
spatially distributed systems and (3) explicating the role
visual perception and recognition in reasoning.

1

Framework and Frontiers

Introduction

Given the context of this Symposium,we take the importance
of spatial reasoning as given. While cognitive science is far
from an comprehensive understanding of spatial reasoning,
there has been substantial progress in specific subproblems,
as the papers in these proceedings demonstrate. The purpose
of this paper is to look at one of those areas, qualitative spatial reasoning about motion, to show the ideas which worked
and to examine how they might be applied more broadly.
We begin by outlining the Metric Diagram/Place Vocabulary
(lvH)/PV) model of qualitative spatial reasoning (Section
illustrating
it through two examples (FROBand CLOCK).Section 3 concludes by discussing three frontiers in spatial reasoning, highlighting how extensions of these ideas might apply, and poses some specific challenge problems to serve as
milestones.

2 The 1VID/PV model
Diagrams and models seem inextricably
linked with human
spatial reasoning. Why? The wealth of concrete detail in
such analog spatial representations at first might seem more
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than necessary for most spatial questions. Maybethere are
more abstract representations
of shape and space which by
themselves are sufficient for the tasks an intelligence cares
about. If there are, then why don’t people use them? Is it
due to our highly evolved perceptual systems, which make
it cheaper to measure than to infer? Have we simply not
discovered them yet? Or is there some deeper reason why
humans rely so much on perception for spatial tasks?
We believe there are deep reasons for human reliance on
perceptual abilties for spatial reasoning, and that these reasons dominate the structure of theories for spatial reasoning in both people or machines. Our crispest
statement
of this ides is the Poverty Conjecture [10,11]: There is no
problem.independent, purely qualitative representation of space
or shape. By "purely qualitative," we mean to rule out representations whose parts contain enough detailed information
to permit calculation or the operation of perceptual-like processing. (Alas, we do not yet have a more precise definition.)
Examples of descriptions that are purely qualitative include
describing a two-dimensional shape by a list of signs of curvatures for boundary segments, or stating that two objects
are gears which can mesh. Examples of descriptlons
that
are quantitative enough to permit perception-like processes
are symbolic descriptions with numerical components, highresolution arrays, and symbolic algebraic expressions.
By problem-independent, we mean that descriptions in the
representation must be able to support, by themselves, a variety of tasks. Suppose we had a collection of physical parts,
such as a Lego or Erector set, which can be used to build
a variety of physical objects. A good problem-independent
representation for such parts would allow us to compute a description for each part independently and then use the parts’
descriptions to answer questions about their spatial interactions, without referlng back to the original objects. But
characterizing the size of, for example, beams a priori does
not make sense -- an important property of beams is the relationship of their size to other elements in the construction
kit. For a fixed set of parts, which can be combined only in
highly constrained ways, such a qualitative description might
be found. But adding even a single new kind of object (e.g.,
differential gear box) could require going back to the original
parts and computing a new descriptive vocabulary.
The heavy reliance on metrical information is a general feature of spatial reasoning problems. Consider what a household robot needs to knowto navigate. The simplest representation we might consider is a graph whose nodes are pieces

of space the robot can be in and whose edges are paths from
one piece of space to another. This abstract, topological description of space may suffice for getting the robot from one
part of the house to another. But what If the robot Is cartying (a) your backpack, (b) two sacks of groceries, or (c)
bicycle7 In a typical house some edges of the original graph
of places will no longer correspond to part of a reasonable
path for the robot and its burden. This is an example of
how purely qualitative representations can fall. Even adding
a modicumof quantitative information (e.g., minimumwidth
of each path) can greatly extend the usefulness of the representation. But for very subtle reasoning (e.g., getting a piano
up a spiral staircase), a wealth of spatial detail is necessary
to determine if a motion Is feasible. This does not mean
that qualitative representations are useless: far from it. For
instance, given the maximumwidth of a burden we can incrementally compute a problem-specific qualitative representation of space which greatly simplifies path planning. The
point is that for spatial reasoning, the interaction between
qualitative information and more detailed information needs
to be tightly coupled.
What does the poverty conjecture tell us about spatial reasoning? It suggests that spatial representations consist of
two parts: a mstn’e diaorum~ which includes quantitative
information and thus provides a substrate which can support perceptual-like processing and a place uocabularv, which
makes explicit qualitative distinctions in shape and space
relevant to the current task. The metric diagram can use
floating-point numbers, algebra, or even high-precision arrays
E whatever it uses, there must be enough detail to support
answering spatial queries by calculation, and it must be capable of supporting the construction of place vocabularies.
Place vocabularies consist of places, contiguous regions of
space where some important property (e.g., in contact with
a gear, inside a well) Is constant. Computing the place vocabulary according to the needs of the problem ensure that
the relevant distinctions are made, and defining the places in
terms of elements in the metric diagram makes the diagram
a good communications medium for diverse representations.
Next we illustrate
these Ideas through two example systems
2.1

Example:

FROB

FROB[8,9] reasoned about the motion of balls bouncing
around in a two-dimensional diagram. Aside from predictIn K the specific motion of a given ball, FROBalso produced
on demand summaries of the eventual fate of a ball or an
estimates whether two balls might collide. These problems
are an importa~nt subset of the spatial reasoning tasks faced
by any agent operating in a world of moving objects. For
instance, one should be able to quickly figure out that two
balk thrown into the same well might collide, while throwing
the balk into different wells meansthey cannot collide, unless
one of them escapes.
Figure 1 illustrates a typical FROBscenario. The metric diagram is initialized with a set of line segments corresponding
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FigureI: A FROBscenario
Cantheseballscollide?
Whatif therightballfliesoverthe
wellandtheleftballfallsintoit?Whatif bothballsfail
intothewell?Eventheseslmplequalitative
stipulations
can
dramatically
affectourjudgements
concerning
theirfate.

to surfaces.
Sinceballsare modeled
as pointmasses,given
thesurfaces
FR08computes
a singleplacevocabulary
thatis
usedforallballs.
Sincegravity
actsvertically,
freespaceis
divided
intoplacesby vertical
andhorizontal
linesemanating fromcorners.
Thevertical
boundaries
distinguish
whata
ball mighthit whendroppingdownward,
and the horizontal
boundaries
indicateimportant
heightsfor reasoning
about
energy.
Forinstance,
if a sequence
of bounces
dropsa bali’s
energyso thatthe maximum
heightit can reachis belowthe
topfreespacesegment
defining
a well,it hasbecometrapped
inthatwell.
FROB’smetricdiagram
consists
of a set of symbolic
descriptionswithnumerical
attributes.
Forinstance,
a linesegment
Includes
a pointer
toa physical
interpretation
(e.g.,surface)
as wellas a numerical
lengthand end points,
eachin turn
specified
viafloating-point
coordinates.
The numerical
information
allowsspatialqueriesto be answered
by calculationratherthaninference,
whilethephysical
information
guidesthe selection
and interpretation
of results.
Forinstance,FROBusesconstraint-based
simulation,
ratherthan
traditional
Incremental-time
simulation,
to predict
motion
usingnumerical
data.Constraint-based
simulation
essentlallyInvolves
plugging
in numerical
valuesforanalytic
solutions
of theoriginal
differential
equations.
Thiscomputationusesgeometric
reasoning
in twoways.First,to establish
whata ballis doing(flying
through
theairversuscolliding
witha surface),
we mustknowwhereit is. Second,geometric reasoning
is required
to solveforboundary
conditions.
Consider
a ballflyingthroughtheair witha knowninitial
position
andvelocity.
Thisinformation
suffices
to calculate
a parabola
(orlinesegment)
corresponding
to thedynamical

constraints on its trajectory, which Is then Intersected with
the surfaces in the scene to figure out what the ball would
hit. The new state of the ball after the collision can then be
computed, a new trajectory drawn, and so forth.
FROB’zplace vocabulary allows assimilation of qualitative
constraints and supports global reasoning about possible motions. The elements of the place vocabulary and the relationships between them provide the qualitative terms required for
qualitative simulation laws for envisioning the possible motions of balls. Certain aobviousm questions about collisions
can be answered by comparing envislonments: If two balls are
never in the same place, for instance, they can never collide.
Furthermore, an envlsionment can be pruned to represent
the consequences of qualitative constraints on motion (e.g.,
assuming that a bail doesn’t go into a well) or of numerical
constraints expressed geometrically (e.g., ruling out motions
occurring in places above the maxlmumheight a ball could
reach given Its energy).

in this composition process, since defining consistent combinations of places sometimes requires projecting constraints
from one vocabulary to another (and thus introducing new
distinct places) when two vocabularies share a part. CLOCK’s
metric diagram also played a key role in keeping envisioning
tractable.
Any diagram has noise, and the well-known senzitivity of kinematics to the details of surface shape means
that smoothing the contours of a part in isolation is inappropriate. Nielsen realized that filtering at the level of the place
vocabulary allows the interaction of the parts to be taken
~
into account, and developed algorithms for removing ~small
places and merging places that were Uvery close. ~ The resuiting simplification of the place vocabulary was dramatic:
The number of potential kinematic states dropped from over
10" to 58 [16].
For qualitative
reasoning about the dynamics of motion,
Nielsen developed a qualitative vector algebra, and showedhow shapes should be decomposed qualitatively to define robust notions
of mechanical
constraint
[15].The requirements
of reasonlng
aboutmechanical
constraint
againillustrate
the
needfor interactions
between
qualitative
and quantitative
representations:
Theappropriate
qualitative
description
of
an objectforfiguring
outhowit can moveif pusheddepends
notjuston itsshape,
butalsothequalitative
direction
to its
t.
center
ofrotation

FRflB provides a good illustration of the utility of the MD/PV
model of spatial reasoning. The metric diagram provides
the precision required to calculate boundary conditions for
detailed predictions, and provides a zubstrate for automatic
computation of the place vocabulary. The place vocabulary
supports sophisticated qualitative reasoning about motion.
But even if the graph of places was provided a priori, many
interesting questions cannot be answered without grounding
2.3 Supporting
Evidence
the place vocabulary in the metric diagram (e.g., whether
a bail Is trapped in a well or ruling out collisions between
Theideasdescribed
aboveare not theonlyworkwhichsupballs). Thus even in FROB’zsimple domain, both the metric
portsthe claimthatthe combination
of metricdiagrams
and
diagram and place vocabulary are required for sophisticated
placevocabularies
is necessary
forspatial
reasoning
about
spatial reasoning.
motion(c.f.[12,13,14]).
A more completeexamination
of
the relevant literature and its relation to this model can be
2.2 Example:
CLOCK
found in [11]. As the household robot example suggests, we
believe the ]VfD/PVmodel is relevant to path-planning probA more complex class of motion problems concerns fixedlems. Furthermore, the widely reported use of imagery in
axis mechanisms, such as mechanical clocks. The creation
scientific and engineering reasoning (c.f. [19]) suggests that
of reliable mechanical clocks was a milestone in mechanical
similar constraints operate in other forms of spatial reasonengineering; thus the development of systems which can reaing as well. Whilepowerful, self-sufficient, purely qualitative
son about such mechanisms serves as a good milestone for
representations
for shape and space would in many ways be
qualitative spatial reasoning. One milestone, the qualitative
desirable, none has yet been found and there are good reasimulation of a mechanical clock from first principles, was
sons to suspect that they simply do not exist [11]. If this is
achieved in February 1988 by the CLOCK
system [10,11], built
correct, the necessity of using some form of metric diagram
by Paul Nielsen and Boi Faltings as part of their Ph.D. theses.
may be the central unifying factor in spatial reasoning.
CLOCK
worked on fixed-axis mechanisms which could be deWhat about the connection of spatial reasoning to percepcomposed into two-dimensional interactions.
Given a CADtion? As vision researchers grapple with higher-level perceplike description of the parts of a mechanism and their detion, more attention has been placed on the role of task congrees of freedom, CLOCK
computed a place vocabulary based
straints in visual processing. For example, Uliman has postuon configuration space. Configuration space is the appropriate basis for the place vocabulary because connectivity
1An easy demonstration: The center of rotation for a book
Is central to kinematic state. Faltlngs developed an elegant
on a table is its center of mass. Pick a side of the book and try
characterization
of such places and algorithms for computpushing it on the corners versus the middle. Notice that the
sign of its rotation differs in each case, providing a criteria
ing them [3,4]. Instead of developing a single, massive highfor decomposing its shape qualitatively.
Nowdrive a nail
dimensionality vocabulary, his algorithms created place vothrough the book into the table, somewhere near a corner
cabularies for pairs of parts that could interact, and used elof the book. The center of rotation will now be di~erent,
ements from these vocabularies to define kinematic states for
and hence a different qualitative decomposition of the book’s
the whole mechanism. The metric diagram plays a key role
shape is required.
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lated a v/sua/routines processor which Is used for recognition
tasks and is programmable by higher systems [20]. An interesting conjecture Is that the humanmetric diagram is In fact
the same thing as the visual routine processor. Approaching
theme issues from opposite sides of the cognitlon/perception
borderland has meant that each effort focuses on different
tasks, but this conjectured identlty raises some interesting
avenues for joint empirical Inquiry.
3

Frontiers

and Challenge

Problems

Progress continues In qualitative spatial reasoning about motlon, based on the MI)/PVmodel (c.f. [5,6]), and this aspect
of the problem of spatial reasoning Is by no means completely
tamed. 2 However, there are other aspects of spatial reasonins that also deserve attention, and seem rlpe for substantial
progress aa well. Furthermore, the recent improvements In
floating point and graphics hardware~ along with impressive
increases in memoryspeeds and capacities, means that technological barriers for computational experiments are Jfalling:
Spatial reasoning may be one of the few areas in AI where
our progress has become more limited by ideas than by technology.
In this spirit, the remainder of this paper proposes several challenge problems as possible focal points for research
on spatial reasoning. Our end goal as cognitive scientists
remains unchanged, of course: a comprehensive computa,tional account of spatial reasoning, with both an empirically
tested explanation for human spatial reasoning capabilities
and practical representations
and algorithms for mechanical reasoners. The problems proposed here are meant to be
milestones, in that their solutions would count aa substantial
progress even though they appear (at least from our current
perspective) to be somewhat simpler. In each case we first
sketch the general task and why it is important, and then
suggest some challenge problems.
3.1

Deriving

function

from real

structure

An Important engineering skill is Interpreting blueprints and
schematics, deriving from the description of the structure
of the system Its intended function. Previous AI work on
this problem has focused on analog electronics [2], an unfortunate choice from our perspective since that domain is
designed to allow geometric considerations to be mostly ignored. The structural descriptions used in more recent qualitative physics research remain quite abstract, ranging from
specifying a system in terms of qualitative equations to describing idealized entities such as containers and abstract
fluid paths. Such descriptions may be good candidates for the
output of systems which assimilate information from more
standard sources, but the problem of deriving abstract structural descriptions from more primitive descriptions itself deZFor instance, no one has yet demonstrated a system
which can use geometrically rich descriptions as input to rea~
son from first principles about internal combustion engines
or even flush toilets.
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serves study. For example, a standard example in qualitative
physics is a~kind of spring-loaded reducing valve. Figure 4
shows the original spring-loaded reducing valve which motivated subsequent work. The process of creating a usable
mentalmodelfromthisgeometric
descriptlon
and somesupporting
textdoesnotseemeasy.
Two majorissuesin such reasoning
seem to be (a) how
movefromprimitive
descriptions
of shape,material
composition,
andconnectivity
to a moreabstract
interpretation
of
thepartsof thedevice
suitable
forotherreasoning
tasksand
(b)how to managethe complexity
of thestructural
descriptionsso created
(c.f.[7]).Theseissues
suggest
twochallenge
problems:
ChallengeProblemlz Developa systemwhichcan answer
questions
aboutthe possible
behaviors
and usesof pnuematic
controlcomponents,
giventhe kindof drawings
and annotationsprovided
in a typical
textbook.
ChallengeProblem2: Developa systemwhichcan, given
the blueprints
of a complexsystemsuch as an automobile
engine,
derivea decomposition
of it intosubsystems
andprovideabstract
functional
modelsof thesubsystems
andoverall
operation
of thesystem.

8.2

Reasoning

about

spatially
systems

distributed

Qualitative
dynamicshas focusedon lumped-parameter
systems. Many phenomena,includingheat transfer,aerodynamlcs,and fluiddynamicsare best modeledas spatially
distributed
systems.
Developing
the qualitative
version
of
partial
differential
equations
requires
deeperandmoreflexible integration
of spatial
reasoning
withdynamics.
Thepotentialapplications
are veryimportant:
A key problemin
today’s
useoffiniteelement
analysis
inproblems
suchascomputational
fluiddynamics
is quantizlng
shapesand spaceto
provide
accurate
results
withtheleastcomputational
effort.
Programswhichcouldautomatically
producegood meshes
wouldbe quitevaluable.
Onekey issueseemsto be finding
appropriate
constraints
on
placevocabularles.
Whatare the analogsto CLOCK’s
decomposition
of shapesalongcenters
of rotation,
or FROB’sdecomposition
of freespacealongvertical
andhorizontal
axes?
The placevocabularies
mustbothsupportcomputations
with
moredetailed
dataandsupport
explanations
of overall
qualitative
features
of behavior.
ChallengeProblem3-" Developa systemwhichcan automatically
setup meshesforfiniteelement
analysis
programs,
givena CAD descrlptlon
of the physical
systemto be analyzed.
ChallengeProblem4z Developa systemwhichcan, given
a sequence
of weather
mapsfora region,
provlde
a consistent
qualitative
explanation
of the atmospheric
behavior
during
thatperiod,
or detect
ifthesequence
ofmapsisinconsistent.

8.8

Perception

in spatial
learning

reasoning

and

In manyapplications of spatial reasoning the inputs are selfevident (e.g., CADfiles or blueprints or weather maps). For
cognitive simulation the problem of what the inputs are is a
subtle methodological question. Inappropriate assumptions
about input can trivialise
important problems or divert us
into solving non-problems. The psychological aspect of the
MD/PVmodel is the idea that the Metric Diagram is In fact
part of our perceptual system, programmed in part according to task and in part bottom-up. Consequently, questions
about the nature of high-level perception and the relationship between perception and cognition are crucial to cognitive
simulations of spatial reasoning. For instance, in cognitive
developmental psychology there is a fasclpating set of theories and empirical findings on children’s acquisition of ideas
concerning motion, objectness, and causality (c.f. [1,18]).
Furthermore, learning and teaching often Involve interaction
through mixtures of text, speech, and diagrams [17].
Challenge Problem 8z Simulate the acquisition
of commonsensenotions of objects, space, or causality, including an
artificial vision system as part of the input processing.
Challenge Problem 6: Develop a system which can be
taught a qualitative theory of a phenomena, such as aerodynamics or the greenhouse effect, via an interactive,
mixedmedium dialog.
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Figure 2: The original spring-loaded reducing valve
This illustration is from a U.S. Navytraining manual.
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